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OWN

PRODUCTION

Slovenia 

Serbia

Czech Republic
CONSOLIDATED

REVENUE

EUR 1.25 billion

NUMBER OF

EMPLOYEES

10,468

GLOBAL

PRESENCE

90 Countries

Worldwide,

mostly in Europe (92%),

also in USA, Australia,

Near and Far East

CORE BUSINESS

Products and

services for home

(MDA, SDA, HVAC,

kitchen furniture)

One of Leading European

Manufacturers of Products for Home

2

Gorenje

Group

EXPORT

95% 

of sales

R&D COMPETENCE 

CENTRES

Slovenia

Czech Republic

Sweden

Netherlands
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1950

Founded in the

village Gorenje

More than 60 Years of Tradition
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1960

Production in

Velenje begins

1961-1970

Production of

washing machines

and refrigerators

1964

Production in Velenje,

New plant for

cooking appliances

1971

First sales subsidiary

abroad (Munich)

1991

Slovenia becomes

independent, loss of

the former domestic

market

1958

Manufacturing

of stoves

1961

First export

(to Western

Germany)

1961-1970

Acquisitions of

companies bringing

synergies to the core

Business “Everything

for Home“

Setting-up own

distribution network 

in Western Europe

1991-1996

Strong expansion

abroad
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1998

Gorenje, d.d.,

becomes a 

public company, listing 

on the

Ljubljana Stock

Exchange

Fast Development in the Last Decade
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2006

New refrigerator

& freezer plant 

in Valjevo,

Serbia

2010

Acquisition of the

company ASKO,

Sweden

2013

Strategic

Alliance with

Panasonic

Listing on WSE

2005

Acquisition of

the Czech cooking

appliances

manufacturer Mora Moravia

2010

IFC, a member of

the World Bank,

enters the ownership

structure

(…)

2008

Acquisition of the

company ATAG,

the Netherlands

2014

Positive effects of

restructuring

2012

Restructuring

of production

facilities and sales

organization begins,

disposal of furniture

manufacturing

business
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Ownership Structure

More than 50% of foreign shareholders
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KAD

16.37%

IFC

11.80%

Panasonic

10.74%

KDPW

Fiduciary

account

8.06%

Other

financial

investors

36.17%

Individuals

13.10%

Employees
3.26%

Treasury

Shares

0.50%
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Strategic Alliance with Panasonic
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R&D – joint development projects: (new washing 
machines)

Production: Increased production capacity utilization; 

Exchange of manufacturing know-how

Sales: Possibility of joint sales-distribution channels

Strategic cooperation expanded to new business 

segments: (a) procurement of materials & 

components, (b) manufacturing innovation, (c) 

consumer (aftersales) services, (d) logistics, (e) 

quality assurance, (f) distribution of major and small 

domestic appliances on selected markets

CAPITAL ALLIANCE

LONG-TERM STRATEGIC ALLIANCE

BUSINESS ALLIANCE

Panasonic - a minority shareholder in Gorenje
•

Standstill agreement - Panasonic not to increase its 

stake in share capital 

above 13% till 2018

Better absorption of fixed costs

•

Improved capital structure

•

Accelerated investment and R&D activities

•

Better access to new financial sources

•

Additional annual revenues of up to EUR 80 m by 2018

•

Gradual improvement of EBITDA of up to EUR 20 m on a yearly basis by 2018

GORENJE BENEFITS FROM THE STRATEGIC ALLIANCE
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CORE BUSINESS

Business Segments
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Products and
services for

home

MDA

(major domestic appliances)

•
SDA

(small domestic appliances)
•

HVAC

(heating, ventilation, air conditioning)

investments

Ecology
•

Tool making
•

Engineering
•

Hotel and catering
•

Trade

86% 14%

PORTFOLIO
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Implementing a multi-brand strategy with attention on the upper-mid and 

premium price segment.

Gorenje Group brand portfolio
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Global brand 

(mid and high-mid price segment, design 

lines) 
MDA and SDA brand 

70 % of MDA revenue 

Majority of revenue: Germany, Russia, SEE, Scandinavia 
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Global premium brand

Sales: EUR 100 m

Main markets: USA, Australia, Scandinavia,

Russia, Asia (selected markets)

Short-term: extend product portfolio and

strengthen position on key markets

Mid-term: expand to new markets
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Most Important Markets:

Germany, Russia and the Netherlands
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GERMANY
RUSSIA 
THE NETHERLANDS

SERBIA
SLOVENIA
CZECH REPUBLIC
CROATIA
DENMARK

AUSTRALIJA
USA

UKRAINE

BIH

AUSTRIA

POLAND

BELGIUM

HUNGARY

FINLAND

NORWAY

RUMANIA

SLOVAKIA

SWEDEN

BULGARIA

GREAT BRITAIN

FRANCE

MONTENEGRO

Thoughtfully constructed sales network, which will be 

expanding outside Europe 
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R&D competence centres
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R&D in Gorenje Group 

provides firm foundations for 

further growth in premium and 

innovative segment.

360 employees in R&D, working 

in multicultural and 

multifunctional teams. Gorenje

Group is in cooperation with 

international institutions, 

knowledge and excellence 

centres.
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Major appliances production locations
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Slovenia,Velenje

High value-added products – cooking 

appliances, dishwashers, and advanced 

washing machines and dryers 

Czech Republic, Mariánské údolí

Freestanding cookers

Serbia, Valjevo, Stara Pazova, Zaječar

Refrigerators and freezers, water heaters, and 

lower segment washing machines and dryers

Following the completion of the 2012 and

2013 strategic manufacturing operations

relocations from Sweden to Slovenia, from

Finland to the Czech Republic, and from

Slovenia to Serbia, 2014 was a year of

consolidation of our manufacturing plants.
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2015 estimate: Highlights

• Budgeted 2015 sales revenue was exceeded for the Home segment, despite 

the harsh conditions in Russia and Ukraine. Revenue of EUR 1,050 million 

exceeds the plan by 0.6%. 

• Gorenje Group sales revenue amounts to EUR 1,217 million, which is 0.6 

percent short of the plan as a result of changes in the macroeconomic conditions 

in our non-core activity (steep drop in the prices of secondary raw materials in the 

last quarter). 

• Sales and market shares have been increasing since the first quarter, particularly 

in:

• markets beyond Europe 

• Eastern Europe

• Benelux

• We have increased the share of our sales under the Asko premium brand.

• Changing the sales structure in terms of regions and products, we have increased 

the share of premium and innovative product sales.
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2015 estimate: Highlights
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• Strong effect of the unstable business environment (Russia, Ukraine ...).

• Currency exchange rate volatility USD/EUR, RUB/EUR.

• Home appliance market slumped by 35% in Russia. Despite the 30% lower 

sales, Gorenje Group increased its market shares.

• Efficient optimization of costs of raw and processed material (despite dollar 

appreciation) and costs of services, particularly logistics. 

• Our strategic partnership with Panasonic was strengthened (EUR 10 million 

of sales revenue, joint development).

• After a slow start to the year, our performance gradually improved and our 

EBITDA peaked in the last quarter, also exceeding the comparable EBITDA for

2014).

• Gorenje Group 2015 EBITDA is estimated between EUR 78 and 80 million.
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2015 estimate: Highlights
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• We successfully managed our net working capital, especially receivables, and 

decreased the complexity of our inventories.

• We have generated positive cash flow in the last quarter to deleverage to a 

level comparable to that from the end of 2014.

• Our net debt to EBITDA ratio at the end of the year is estimated between 4.2 

and 4.3.

• We have notably improved our debt maturity profile, with long-term liabilities 

accounting for 74 percent, and decreased the amount of required refinancing 

for 2016.

• Net profit was largely affected by considerable exchange rate volatility. We

estimate that the negative currency translation differences will amount to around 

EUR 12.6 million, or approximately EUR 6 million more than planned.

• We wrapped up our last quarter with profit. Net profit for 2015 will be consistent 

with the estimate made in November.
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Business plan 2016: Highlights

• First year of the new 2016-2020 strategic period, consistently with the key 

strategic goals.

• Further growth of sales revenue planned for:

• Gorenje Group (+4.6%)

• Home segment (+5.2%)

• Increase in Gorenje Group profitability

• EBITDA: + 13.8%

• EBIT: + 24.1%

• Net profit: EUR 7.6 million

• Improvement projects at all levels of operations.

• Further working capital optimization and positive cash flow.

• Focus on the core activity.

• Relative deleveraging (net financial debt to EBITDA ratio). 
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EUR million

Estimate  

comparable

terms*

Budget*
Index 

B16/E15

2015 2016

Consolidated revenue 1,147.9 1,201.0 104.6

EBITDA 74.6 84.9 113.8

EBITDA Margin (%) 6.5% 7.1% /

EBIT 30.3 37.6 124.1

EBIT Margin (%) 2.6% 3.1% /

Profit before taxes n/a 11.2 /

Profit or loss for the period n/a 7.6 /

ROS (%) n/a 0.6% /

Business Plan 2016 (*excluding the companies from the Ecology)

*For comparability between the years 2015 and 2016, the 2015 estimate is provided in comparable terms, 

excluding the companies from the Ecology segment, which are in the process of divestment.
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Business plan 2016: Highlights

• Revenue growth and profitability shall be based on:

• Improved regional structure of sales: further growth in the markets 

beyond Europe and in Benelux,

• Improved sales structure in terms products: growth of sales under the 

Asko and Atag brands; increase in the share of sales of innovative and 

premium products.

• As a result, an increase in the average downstream prices 

• More even dynamics of sales and production,

• Cost optimization (costs of material, services, and labour).

• To support the growth of sales in the premium and innovative segment, we are 

stepping up our investment into marketing and development.

• In 2016, we are completing a major investment cycle involving investments 

into technology and new products. 
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2014 2015 Est. (comp.) 2016 bud SP 2016

Home 1,074.0 1,049.9 1,104.3 1,088.0

Portfolio
investments

179.7 98.0 96.7 106.3

0.0

200.0

400.0

600.0

800.0

1,000.0

1,200.0

1,400.0

-2.2%

-45.5%

+1.5%

-9.0%

+5.2%

-1.3%

Revenue

Business 

segments 
(EUR 

million)

Revenue Structure 2014

Estimate 

2015 (comp. 

terms)

Plan

2016

SP

2016

Home 85.7% 91.5% 92.0% 91.1%

Portfolio investments 14.3% 8.5% 8.0% 8.9%
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2016 Business Plan: Revenue, EUR million

Further growth of sales revenue planned for:

• Gorenje Group (+4.6%)

• Home segment (+5.2%)
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Development and New launches 

• Innovations in all product groups

• Innovative features, simplicity, user-friendly management

• New platform for high-end appliances brand Asko

• Development of the connectivity platform

• Joint development with Panasonic

Business Plan 2016

21
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Business plan 2016: Highlights

Debt management

• Relative deleveraging (net financial debt to EBITDA ratio).

• Maintaining a stable debt maturity profile in 2016 (>70% of 

long-term liabilities) and improvement in the average debt

maturity.

• More even required refinancing dynamics (~ EUR 80 million 

per year).

• Further refinancing in order to decrease the average finance 

expenses.
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Business plan 2016: Stable financial structure
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• Systematic improvement of debt maturity profile to improve long-term stability 

• Refinancing at the end of 2015 has resulted in a more even dynamics of debt 

maturing, which in turn reduced the needs for refinancing. Refinancing requirements 

in 2016 amount to EUR 80 million; refinancing activities for debt maturing in 2016 

are in the closing stage.

• Short-term sources, consisting of bank loans and capital market sources, are used to 

fine tune the cash flow dynamics. As a rule, cash flow is negative in the first half of the 

year and highly positive in the second half, particularly in the last quarter.

62.5% 64.0%

50.2%

73.5% 74.2% 73.2%

37.5% 36.0%
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Business plan 2016: Relative deleveraging
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• We are focused on generating free cash flow to systematically reduce the Gorenje Group debt.

• Refinancing at the end of 2015 has resulted in lower finance expenses in the future.
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• Unstable and unpredictable business environment, 

especially in Russia and Ukraine

• Changes within the Gorenje Group 

(divestment of Ecology)

• Requests by investors for a long-term development 

perspective of Gorenje Group

WHY A NEW STRATEGIC PLAN?

New Strategy − an Opportunity in the New Business Reality
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• Profitable growth

• Global presence

TWO KEY STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
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Gorenje Group revenue growth was based on the core segment Home.

CORE BUSINESS (HOME) REVENUES AND SHARE IN 

GROUP REVENUES, 2009-2015

We are Following Our Strategic Policies 2014 – 2018.
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Stable EBITDA development with further improvement potential. 

GORENJE GROUP EBITDA AND EBITDA MARGIN, 

2009-2015

We are Following Our Strategic Policies 2014 – 2018.
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Asko appliances represent only 4% of our appliances produced. However, because of 

higher pricing Asko appliances represent 10% in our revenues. 

SHARE STRUCTURE OF SALES BY BRANDS in 2015
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VISION, MISSION, CORPORATE VALUES
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BUSINESS MODEL AND THE IMPORTANCE OF 

CORPORATE CULTURE

We are responsible to the people, 

customers, partners, employees, 

shareholders, society and the 

environment. We respect the 

commitment to efficiency and goal 

orientation. 

We operate in a spirit of continuous 

improvement. Therefore, we support 

innovation, bringing up new ideas in 

all fields, open-mindedness and 

encourage entrepreneurial thinking. 

We remain loyal to the key goal of our 

corporation: creation of value for the 

shareholders, employees, business 

partners, and the environment. 
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STRATEGIC PILLARS 2020

< 2.5
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Corporate goal 2020: REVENUE OF EUR 1.56 BILLION

Gorenje Group net sales revenue (excluding divested Ecology) in EUR 

billion

CORPORATE GOALS OF GORENJE GROUP 2020 

Revenue of EUR 1.56bn by 2020; increase of revenue by over 35% 

(CAGR of 2020 / EST2015: + 6.2%).
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Corporate goal 2020: REVENUE OF EUR 196 MILLION 

GENERATED OUTSIDE EUROPE

Revenue from sales outside Europe (EUR million)

CORPORATE GOALS OF GORENJE GROUP 2020 

Doubled revenue of EUR 196m generated outside Europe; 14% of 

total Home segment sales.
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Corporate goal 2020: ASKO REVENUE OF EUR 206 MILLION

Net revenue from Asko sales (EUR million) and share in total core 

activity (Home) sales, in %

CORPORATE GOALS OF GORENJE GROUP 2020 

Increase in sales of the Asko premium brand
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Asko appliances represent 10% in our revenues in 2015, in 2020 will represent 14.2% in 

value due to extension of product portfolio and expansion on new markets and strengthening 

the position on the existing markets.

SHARE STRUCTURE OF SALES BY BRANDS in VALUE 

– 2015 & 2020

Doubled sales in 

innovative and

premium

segment which 

will amount

to 30% of total 

sales in 2020
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HOME APPLIANCE MARKET GROWTH FORECAST

38

European home appliance market is on the road to recovery
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FOUNDATIONS FOR THE ATTAINMENT OF THE 

STRATEGIC PLAN

• We have the know-how in the home appliance 

industry.

• Design is our competitive advantage.

• We offer an all-around range of home appliances in all 

price segments.

• We operate our own factories (Made in Europe).

• We are internationally minded.

39
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Commercial paper terms and conditions (1)
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Type of security:

Commercial paper – money market instrument, registered,

issued in dematerialised form in the Central register at the

Securities Clearing Corporation (CDD).

Status:

The CP will constitute direct, unconditional, unsecured and

unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer and will at all times

rank pari passu and without any preference among

themselves and at least equally with all the other present and

future unsecured and unsubordinated indebtedness of the

Issuer.

Insurance: No additional insurance.

Issue size:
Expected to be in the amount aproximatelly up to 30 million

EUR.

Interest accrual method: Actual / 360 days.

Payment of interest and 

principal:

No payments of interest, a discount security, the principal is

paid for at maturity.
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Commercial paper terms and conditions (2)
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Use of proceeds:

Diversification of short-term financing, primarily for the purpose of

financing the seasonal operations, in accordance with the interim

cash flow dynamics, and optimization of funding costs.

The annual dynamics of Gorenje Group’s cash flow  from operating and investing activities

-70.3

24.5

-20.2

52.8

-32.5

-7.8

6.5

64.1

-55.0

-11.4

1.2
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Commercial paper terms and conditions (3)
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Yield to maturity:

Currently proposed yield is in a range 1.9 % to 2.1 %

annually, reflecting the following current market conditions

and spreads (on 14 January 2016):

• Slovenian 12M T-Bills 10.11.2015 + 190 b.p. to 210 b.p. 

(primary market)

• Slovenian government bond 1.750 09/10/17 + 190 b.p. to

210 b.p.

• 1Y IRS + 199 b.p. to 219 b.p.

• SEB SA 03/06/2016 (n.a.) + 190 b.p. to 210 b.p.

Payment and start of 

interest accrual:
3 February 2016.

Maturity: 22 December 2016.

Nominal value of 

denomination: 
1,000.00 EUR

Listing: Ljubljana Stock Exchange.
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Method of offering commercial paper
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The deadline for submitting 

binding bids:
29 January 2016.

Payment date: 3 February 2016.

Minimum payment in 

primary offering:
10,000.00 EUR nominal value.

Method of offering:
No publication of prospectus required according to chapter 2 of

Financial Instruments Market Act (ZTFI).

Method of issue : Via a floating account at Central register at the CDD.

Secondary offering of CP:

Investors will be able to subscribe CP until their maturity date in

the total amount remaining after the primary offering. Sale price

will be agreed between the issuer and the buyer, taking into

account the maturity date of CP and market conditions.

Repurchase agreements :

Investors are able to conclude repurchasing agreements with

the issuer, for the purchase of CP on the floating account, during

primary and secondary offering, with a repurchase date not later

than the CP maturity date. The selling price will be agreed

between the issuer and the buyer, taking into account the

maturity date of the CP and market conditions.
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Subscription of Commercial paper 
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Karel Kač Marko Poljanc Brane Gregorec

T: +386 1/ 476 5228 T: +386 1/ 476 2673 T: +386 1/ 476 5104

E: karel.kac@nlb.si E: marko.poljanc@nlb.si E: brane.gregorec@nlb.si

The subscription and payment of Commercial papers shall take place at NLB, 

Investment Banking and Custody, Corporate Finance Department, Trg Republike

2/IX, SI-1520, Ljubljana.

In case you have any additional question, please contact the NLB’s representatives:

mailto:karel.kac@nlb.si
mailto:marko.poljanc@nlb.si
mailto:karel.kac@nlb.si
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Thank you for

your attention!

45
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Forward-looking statements

This presentation includes forward-looking information and forecasts – i.e. statements regarding the future, rather 

than the past, and regarding events within the framework and in relation to the currently effective legislation on 

publicly traded companies and securities and pursuant to the Rules and Regulations of the Ljubljana and Warsaw 

Stock Exchange. These statements can be identified by the words such as "expected", "anticipated", "forecast", 

"intended", "planned or budgeted", "probable or likely", "strive/invest effort to", "estimated", "will", "projected", or 

similar expressions. These statements include, among others, financial goals and targets of the parent company 

Gorenje, d.d., and the Gorenje Group for the upcoming periods, planned or budgeted operations, and financial plans. 

These statements are based on current expectations and forecasts and are subject to risk and uncertainty which may 

affect the actual results which may in turn differ from the information stated herein for various reasons. Various 

factors, many of which are beyond reasonable control by Gorenje, affect the operations, performance, business 

strategy, and results of Gorenje. As a result of these factors, actual results, performance, or achievements of Gorenje 

may differ materially from the expected results, performance, or achievements as stated in these forward-looking 

statements. These factors include but are not necessarily limited to following: consumer demand and market 

conditions in geographical segments or regions and in industries in which the Gorenje Group is conducting its 

operating activities; effects of exchange rate fluctuations; competitive downward pressure on downstream prices; 

major loss of business with a major account/customer; the possibility of late payment on the part of customers; 

decrease in prices as a result of persistently harsh market conditions, in an extent much higher than currently 

expected by Gorenje's Management Board; success of development of new products and their implementation in the 

market; development of manufacturer's liability for the product; progress of attainment of operative and strategic goals 

regarding efficiency; successful identification of opportunities for growth and mergers and acquisitions, and integration 

of such opportunities into the existing operations; further volatility and aggravation of circumstances in capital 

markets; progress in attainment of goals regarding structural reorganization and reorganization in purchasing. If one 

or more risks or uncertainties are in fact materialized or if the said assumptions are proven wrong, actual results may 

deviate materially from those stated as expected, hoped for, forecast, projected, planned, probable, estimated, or 

anticipated in this announcement. Gorenje allows any update or revision of these forecasts in light of development 

differing from the expected events.

46
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Important notice

This document was prepared exclusively for the presentation of general information related to the company Gorenje gospodinjski

aparati, d.d., Partizanska cesta 12, 3320 Velenje, Slovenija and for the presentation of information related to the potential

commercial papers issue by Gorenje for the better understanding of financial instruments, the capital markets. The document was

not prepared for any specific recipient.

The document is, according to the Article 378 of The Market in Financial Instruments Act (Uradni list RS, št. 108/10 – ZTFI-UPB3,

78/11, 55/12, 105/12 – ZBan-1J in 63/13 - ZS-K; »ZTFI«), not treated as investment research nor as an investment recommendation

or offer because it does not contain recommendations or proposed investment strategies with respect to one or more financial

instruments, one or more issuers, nor opinions about current or future value or price of those financial instruments.

Information in this document is based on data obtained from sources for which the authors believe to be reliable, however no

guarantees are made with regard to the accuracy or completeness of the data. Information do not represent Inside Information

according to ZTFI.

Gorenje and NLB shall not be liable for any kind of damages or losses resulting from the use of information contained in this

document, in particular the decisions and actions based on this information. As a recipient of this document, you are solely

responsible for the use of information and results arising from the use of such information. The duty to verify information obtained

from this document is on your side. Gorenje and NLB are not obliged to update, correct or change this document.

Legal persons responsible for preparation and distribution of the document are Gorenje and NLB. NLB is supervised by the

Slovenian Securities Market Agency (Agencija za trg vrednostnih papirjev), Poljanski Nasip 6, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia and by the

Bank of Slovenia, Slovenska 35, 1505 Ljubljana.

Presented document can not be reproduced, distributed or published (nor partial nor total) by any person, for any reason and in any

manner without the prior written consent of Gorenje and NLB. Violation of those restrictions can lead to violators of civil or criminal

liability to companies Gorenje and NLB.

THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION, REPRODUCTION, PUBLICATION, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ESPECIALLY

NOT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AUSTRALIA, CANADA, AND JAPAN, OR IN ANY OTHER

COUNTRY IN WHICH THE PUBLISHING WOULD BE CONTRARY TO THE LAW. The distribution and/or the content of this

document in other jurisdictions may be restricted or differently regulated by the law, and the reader should inform himself regarding

any such restrictions. By reading/accepting this document, the reader consents to be bound by the foregoing instructions.

NLB as well as persons associated with it may be holders of financial instruments of the company or persons related to it.

Description of services, terms and conditions and price list of NLB are available on the website: http://www.nlb.si/podjetniske-finance
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